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Revitalizing community-based childbirth 
knowledge and Re-imagining health care  

workers’ roles via traditional midwives…  



About the Jeeva Study 

• A multi-centric, multi-disciplinary and  
multi-dimensional research project   

• into the traditional midwives (Dais):  their 
environments, understandings, skills and practices, 
relationships in their communities and with other 
providers of maternal and neonatal care 

• in four regional study sites located in the states of 
Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka and 
Maharashtra, India  

• carried between 2011 and 2015 

 



Who are  
the Dais?  



• Generally married women, very few married men  

• In the age range of 25 to 75 years   

• Living in villages of varying structures & sizes 

• Within diverse & challenging terrains & climates  

• Economically disadvantaged, often very poor  

• Socially… varied vastly across the 4 study sites    
                  SC (dalit)   ……………………………   15% 
                     ST (tribal)   …………………………..   29% 
                     OBC (incl. Muslim)   …………….    22% 
                     Gen (incl. Rajput, Ling)  ……….    34% 

• Practicing for approximately:     15 to 50 years 

 

Who are the Dais whom we studied?  



What these Dais shared… 

• a spiritual faith and social ethic of serving  
birthing women and their babies  

• a rootedness in their communities with an  
understanding of health and childbirthing from 
within the traditional holistic worldview  

• a central set of midwifery skills  for use before,  
during and after childbirth   

• a ‘toolbox’ of their senses and parts of their  
own bodies: hands, forehead, knees, feet...  

• use of facilitative & remedial substances  



Unseen world of  
the Dais… their 
knowledge and 
their skills 
 



Characteristics of How the Dais Learned 

 A long, gradual period of apprenticeship …  
play as children, serving as helper to elder Dais, hand-
holding, then handling births on their own…. before any 
practical training, most had watched births in family or 
neighbourhood handled by their elders.  

Over years of experience of varied childbirth situations, 
witnessing and taking difficult decisions while handling  
a childbirth at home or referring to a hospital.  

Compare this…  to the 20 births a medical student has  
to watch in a hospital labour room in order to qualify  
for taking her or his final examination!!  

 



A picture emerged....  
• Strong local knowledge of foods and medicinal 

substances used in the childbearing cycle (pregnancy, 
childbirth and after).  

 teas, decoctions, soups, gruels, powders, pastes…  
to facilitate the normal and prevent or correct 
problems, strengthening for mother and newborn.  

• Dais expressed specific ideas of body and nature in 
indigenous terms that resonated clearly with the formal 
Indian Systems of Medicine (ISMs), especially Ayurveda. 
These ideas and perceptions differ greatly from a bio-
medical view.  



Why Communities Value the Dais…. 

Households preferred Dais for…  
      their easy access, their childbirth skills,  
           their familiarity, their affordability, and for  

       the postpartum work that Dais do for mother  
and baby:  lighting fire, cleaning, clothes-washing, 
bathing, massaging (including ‘moving womb back 
into place’), as well as giving various nutritional and 
restorative substances and help with breastfeeding, 
… typically revisiting for 1 to 3 weeks.  

Nowhere else than with the Dais  
 does one see such continuity of care.   



Communities’ relationships with the Dais…. 

“… if she is at someone's house or you meet her on the road or 
at the pond, she sees you and may ask. She learns if there is 
any problem. Then she comes, gives oil-massage and sees the 
belly. Twice when I had a problem we called her.”    [Jh] 

“… I felt the baby slip down in my 8th month. The huarki (Dai) 
came and massaged my belly to reposition it.”     [Mh] 

“… After the childbirth the Dai went back, but she again came 
home in the evening and did my tel-maalish and sek (oil-
massage with heat). She’s just been here this morning for it 
too. She washed the soiled clothes at the pond and brought 
them back. She’ll come daily until naarato (prayer to mark the 
falling of cord stump). On that day she’ll wash and dry 
everything, and bathe mother and baby. “   [Jh]  



Views of Dais on the (other) Providers 

• They don’t understand us and they don’t want women 
to give birth at home where everything is geared for it.   

• Nurses and Doctors don’t stay with women during 
labour, are sometimes absent even during childbirth.   

• They hurry to intervene –multiple P/V exams, IV drip, 
injections, episiotomy cut too and C-section when 
avoidable, without care for postpartum complications.  

• Cord-cutting done too early, before placenta out and  
baby is alright… they lack understanding of how the 
baby gets life through the placenta.  



Views of Dais on Institutional Births …  

• Too restricting & inhibiting… no squatting or different 
birth positions, lying down to push doesn’t help. 

• Should allow eating, drinking and walking around.  

• Staff don’t recognise or permit Dais to help and use 
their skills; despite this Dais do enter LRs and help.  

• Need to allow placenta to fall before cutting  the cord. 

• It would help women to allow key traditional rituals  
for easing the labour and childbirth.  

• Too much is charged, and Dais’ work is not recognised 
nor remunerated.  ASHAs do little & take all... (!) 



Views of Providers about Dais … 

• The Dais shouldn’t handle childbirths at home… 
rather they should refer or take women to hospitals 
for the staff to deal with the chance of any problem. 

… In HP, at home Dais allow childbirth in dirty  
    surroundings like in the cow-shed.  

… In Jh, much oxytocin injection abuse by RMPs. 

… In Kr, Dais enter the Labour room uninvited.  

… In Mh, Dais give too much fundal pressure.     



What Providers feel… Dais Can and Cannot do 

who said? What Dais  CAN do… What Dais CANNOT do… 

HP: AWW+++ bring woman to hospital for 
birth, esp. if at risk 

Cannot handle childbirths which 
may be complicated 

Jh:  AWW++  
       RMPs + 

Can handle normal births at 
home; in postpartum can bathe,  
clean and massage.   

Cannot give any medicines  
Cannot maintain cleanliness 
without supplies 

Kr: AWW ++  
      RMPs+ 

Can advise about antenatal and 
post-partum nutrition and care,  
Can cut cord with a clean blade 

Do nothing except give advice  
Cannot keep adequate perineal 
hygiene.  

Mh: AWWs++  
        ASHAs++ 

Can learn to cut, give stiches, 
give injection, medicines; 
illiterate but experienced, does 
normal birth well. Can refer.  

Cannot give emergency meds, 
injections; since cannot read or 
write, not to be encouraged  
Should not take risky cases 



Negotiating spaces … Dais & the system  

• If the doctor gets someone to take me out of the room,  
still I go back in there. Once I told the doctor, “What is your 
problem? That person is mine. What do you lose by me 
staying here?” In our pada (hamlet) whoever needs to go to 
the davakhaana (the Bilgaon PHC or Dhadgaon RH) says to 
me, “Come along with us.” I go with them.         – Luli (Mh)  

• We can try to make the doctor understand by explaining our 
belief that when a woman’s hair is loosened or we open any 
knot, she gets good pains. Till today I’ve done so many 
childbirths but I have never felt cheated. Thread around the 
neck, hair, buttons in the sweater when opened makes the 
body loose. It all makes the pains come freely.   – Jandhri (HP)  



Providers whose births were facilitated by a Dai said to us…  

• Both my childbirths happened nicely at home with a Dai. She 
behaved pleasantly too. In our hilly area the Dai comes to take 
care for a month. If I had been in the hospital they would have 
thrown me on a bench and nobody would have taken care, or else 
they would have directly done my operation.     – AWW (HP) 

• Both times my childbirths happened on the way to the RH. The 
Huarku and Huarki with me were Selya and Sakubai. They kept 
holding my belly turn by turn while we were travelling in the jeep. 
Because of them my life was saved, I feel.   – ASHA (Mh) 

• I have 3 children, 2 boys born at home and my daughter born 
here in the staff quarter, also with a Dhaai. She cut the cord and 
buried the phool outside. Dais come right away since they live 
nearby. It takes some time to call somebody else. - ANM (Jh)   



Appreciation of Dai’s traditional skills … 

• Pvt Doctor (Kr):  Even big gynecologists accept that older Dais would 
tell by touch on the belly if baby is straight or breech. I respect their 
skills, as women tell us a Dai has told them it’s a breech baby. But 
apart from this they cannot help as they don’t have technical skills. 

• Senior Nurse (Jh):  I know Dais can revive a baby with the phool 
(placenta)... Here if baby doesn’t cry we give suction and keep it 
with oxygen in incubator. We cut the cord right after birth, but Dais 
don’t cut it until placenta comes out. Dai lights fire, we sterilize,  like 
that things are same, only Dai goes by tradition and go by science.   

• AWW (HP): She keeps coming to the family and knows how the 
woman’s body is weak after birth and starting work can harm her. 

• ASHA (Jh):  The Dai supports the woman emotionally. That’s why 
people treat her as Dhaai Maa.    



How can Dais be taken in?  PHC MOs speak… 
“ Dais aren’t attached with health system, but I asked the AWW to 

bring a Dai to here and we will pay her, as there is provision under 
NRHM to hire people on contract.     – PHC MO (HP) 

“ In remote areas at odd times, Dais have to attend to emergencies. 
If they are trained it will be good. If hospitals back them up with 
facilities, they can perform deliveries (safely). They need training 
in certain procedures, and disposables like gloves, clamps, sterile 
blades etc.      – PHC MO (Kr) 

“There is a need to increase the number of trained Dais. They are 
active and if trained, in a remote area like this, they can do births 
safely at night when we can't reach. AWWs and ASHAs are two 
mechanisms by which we can work in coordination with Dais. But 
those to train them must be from same region. – PHC MO (Mh) 



Harsh reality, and our dire concern… 

• Dais have been totally excluded from India’s 
health programme for the last decade.  

• In the drive towards hospital births, home 
births are being discouraged through indirect 
coercions and home births are disappearing.   

• The Dais and their knowledge and skills are 
beginning to vanish as a human resource...    

      Can we just allow this to happen?   



Demands of now… 

• SDG-driven advances in maternal health services 
require inclusion of all women, no longer leaving 
behind anyone poor or marginalised.     

• Local access to services is a must, the closer to home 
and community, the better.  

• Health services must build upon resources already in 
communities, with existing circumstances & people.  

• Dais at interface of communities and health services 
can see Maternal health become people’s wealth!   
…and will make the health system accountable.   



Birth is a  
Human and  

not a Medical  
Event 
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